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TBX FILE 

PROCESSING



A custom-made script was developed 

especially for this task, i.e. the conversion 

of the TBX file to a tab delimited format

(TSV). Each language is converted into two 

columns, one for the full form and one for 

the abbreviations. Also there is a column 

for the term ID and the subject field

numbers.

The pipe (“|”) delimiter was used for 

synonyms.
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PARSER DEVELOPMENT
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TBX FILE SOURCE CODE
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TBX CONVERTED TO EXCEL SPREADSHEET



Once the tab delimited file was 

created, the following actions were 

taken: 

Sort on the Greek full-form column

Removal of in-term quotation marks

Excel import
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FILE PREPARATION



The issues identified can be classified as 

follows:

Technical

Linguistic

Lexigocraphic

The emphasis on this paper is on technical

and linguistic issues which are amenable to 

(varied degrees of) automation.
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TYPES OF ISSUES



TECHNICAL 

AND LINGUISTIC 

ISSUES



1

• Invalid xml characters

As a result of this, the import into 
xml/tbx processing tools fails
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The text as 

displayed in tbx

(above) and MS 

Word (right)



2

•Use of Latin characters instead of 
Greek ones in Greek words

This causes issues with spell-
checking and term recognition in 
CAT tools’ workflow.
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A screenshot from Word. You can see how 

changing to lowercase reveals the “hidden” 

Latin characters and how it causes a spell-

checking problem.
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•Non-combined diacritics (i.e. accent 
before the vowel)

This causes issues with spell-
checking and term recognition in 
CAT tools’ workflow.
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LATIN CATITAL “E” INSTEAD OF GREEK “E”



4

• Incorrect or no accents

Words that should have an accent 
but do not (and vice versa) as well 
as other types of incorrect accent 
usage.
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5

•Spelling errors

Various spelling errors and typos.
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6

•Wanton use of capitals

Use of capitals for no reason, often 
with the same term as a synonym in 
lowercase.
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7

•Erroneous delimitation
By using arbitrary characters like 
slash, numbers, alphabetic 
characters, semicolon, Greek 
semicolon, apostrophe, dot, “ή”.
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NUMERICAL DELIMITATION
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ALPHABETIC DELIMITATION
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DELIMITATION WITH APOSTROPHE
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•Broken characters

Characters which broke as a result 
of unsuccessful conversions 
between various encodings.
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GREEK CAPITAL “A” WITH TONOS BROKEN
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“ENTROPY” FULLY BROKEN
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“ENTROPY” IN TBX SOURCE CODE
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•Cut-off Greek multiword terms

Terms in pieces...
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TERMS IN PIECES
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TERMS IN PIECES
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TERMS IN PIECES
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TERMS IN PIECES
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TERMS IN PIECES
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•Usage of a foreign term in the Greek 
full form field

Rare, but existent.
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FOREIGN TERM 

IN THE GREEK FULL FORM FIELD
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•Parenthetical instances of

...foreign terms or foreign/Greek 
abbreviations in the Greek full form 
field.
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12

•Usage of tags and html entities in-
term
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13

•Use of subject field, style, and part 
of speech labels within the full form 
field
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STYLE LABELS IN FULL FORM FIELD
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•Grammatical variants in the full 
form field, i.e. “-ή, -ό” etc.
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15

•Comments, definitions and term 
source notes in term field.
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COMMENTS, DEFINITIONS AND TERM 

SOURCE NOTES IN TERM FIELD
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•Unnecessary use of ALL CAPS.



σύνδεσμος του CARCASSONNE ή 

τρίγωνος σύνδεσμος της ουρήθρας

ανατανακλαστικόν των BECHTEREW -

MENDEL
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UNNECESSARY USE OF ALL CAPS



AUTOMATING

ERROR FIXING



Classification of the most common issues:

Non-combined diacritics

Inappropriate use of Latin characters

Broken characters

See example outcome in batch-combine-

accents.xls, an Excel file where a 

batch/find replace was run.
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BATCH FIND/REPLACE

batch-combine-accents.xls


Some issues cannot be fixed with a simple 

find/replace, hence appropriate regexes

need to be created (and possibly be used 

later as part of a script that automates the 

corrections on database level or tbx level).

It would be handy if that script could first 

find the matching instances, and then 

perform the replacements (once approved 

by terminologists).
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REGEX CREATION
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Apart from some common QA tasks which 

can be easily automated (like fixing

double/multiple/wrong/missing spaces

and running a spell check), there are 

some structural issues which should be 

taken into account (some of which affect 

the whole database and not just the 

Greek part).
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FURTHER WORK AND SUGGESTIONS 

FOR IMPROVEMENT



1. Multiple entries for the same source term (i.e. in 

different subject fields), leading to repetitions and 

multiple translations (merge them)

2. Entries with inconsistent use of katharevousa and 

grammatical rules, i.e. final –ν (normalize them)

3. Descriptive and other comments in parenthesis 

(remove/move to appropriate fields)

4. Usage of various characters to delimit synonyms

within the term field (identify synonyms and move 

them to a different field)

5. New terms added should adhere to a strict style 

guide and terminographic rules to ensure future 

conformity (compile style guide and rules?) 57

FURTHER WORK AND SUGGESTIONS 

FOR IMPROVEMENT



An example 

of multiple 

instances of 

the same 

term (board).
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MULTITERM

IMPORT



The ΙΑΤΕ database is a precious tool for 

translators. By virtue of EU’s extraversion it is also 

downloadable. However, a lot can be  done to 

drastically improve and enrich it, with limited 

expenditure, in comparison to the funds allocated 

to other translation-related activities and events, 

and with exponential benefits, not only for the EU, 

but for translators too, the world over.
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CONCLUSION
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